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Design a Fun 
and Speedy 
Process!

Industrial engineers improve 
processes by eliminating 
any waste of time, money, 
energy, or other resources. 
They need to understand 
how every part can affect 
the entire process and figure 
out how to balance each 
part to design the most 
efficient process. 

1. Introduce industrial engineers.  As a large group, discuss the 
different types of engineers the youth know about and what they 
do. (Civil engineers build roads and bridges, mechanical engineers 
design things with moving parts, and computer engineers design 
computers.) Introduce industrial engineers, who don’t design 
products but figure out how to build them efficiently. 

2. Make a take-out box. Demonstrate how to make a take-out 
box from a sheet of paper and a pipe cleaner. Each youth will 
have 5 minutes to make as many take-out boxes as possible. After 
the timer starts they should get the materials they need from 
the “warehouse” and begin building. All the finished take-out 
containers should be put in the “quality control” section. After 5 
minutes call “Stop.” 

3. Introduce productivity, efficiency, and quality. Sort all the 
take-out containers into pass or fail bins and record how many 
passed. Use the formulas on the next page to calculate efficency, 
productivity, and quality data for the first trial. Introduce the 
SciGirls® Challenge: Produce take-out containers as efficiently as 
possible without sacrificing quality. 

4. Brainstorm. Talk about each task completed in the process 
of creating a box, writing them down to keep track. Begin 
brainstorming how the youth could work more efficiently to 
produce more containers. (If no one suggests an assembly line, bring 
up the idea.) Have the youth decide how to split up the tasks among 
workstations, paying attention to the order.
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Watch the SciGirls create a 
more efficient process to pack 
backpacks in Mejarando 
Procesos | Process Power. 
(Analyze Problem & 
Brainstorm). 

Industrious Engineering

• 3 single-hole punches
• stopwatch
• blank paper
• markers
• take-out box template 
For each girl:
• 10 sheets of cardstock
• 10 pipe cleaners

1.5 Hours
You'll Need

SMART START
Prepare a take-out box 
to show as a sample. 

Have an extra adult 
volunteer as quality 
control to help the 
activity go smoothly. 

Copy the take-out box 
template onto cardstock. 

Create different areas in 
the room: one with all 
the materials the youth 
will need (warehouse) 
and one for the finished 
products (quality control). 
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POINTER: If you have time, you can introduce 
line balancing. This step measures the length 
of time each task takes and distributes 
them so each workstation takes 
approximately the same time.

5. Test. Once everyone has been 
assigned to a station, start the second trial. 
Again, create as many take-out boxes as 
possible in 5 minutes, putting the completed 
boxes in the quality control area. At the end 
of the trial record the results for productivity, 
efficiency, and quality.

6. Redesign. Have a large group discussion 
about the results of the second trial. Have 
they improved from the first trial? Could they 
improve even more?

3
 Some things to consider: 

Were there some workstations that took a long 
time and created a bottleneck? Were there 
some workstations that went really quickly and 
youth were waiting around for something to do 
(idle time)? Can some workstations complete 
multiple tasks or have multiple people? Make 
appropriate changes to adjust the workstations. 
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POINTER: One of the stations can include a 
repair shop for fixing containers in the fail bin 
and resubmitting them to quality control.

7. Retest. Once the improvements are 
completed the third trial can begin. Set the timer 
for 5 minutes and produce as many boxes as 
possible. At the end of the trial record the results 
for productivity, efficiency, and quality. 

8. Discuss. Compare the results of all three trials. 
Did the measurements improve each time? What 
additional changes could the girls make to the 
process to be even more efficient? If you have 
time you can make these improvements and run 
another trial. 

9. Extension. As a group, decide what to do with 
the finished take-out containers. Some ideas: 
fill them with animal treats and donate them 
to a local animal shelter; make gift boxes for 
neighbors or an elder care center; fill them with 
snacks for a picnic or field trip.

Introduce youth to inspiring role models, like 
Orietta, by watching Role Model Profiles on the 
SciGirls website! 6 

BE ECO-FRIENDLY!  
Reduce, reuse, recycle, and 
compost activity materials 
whenever possible!
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Takeout Box Template
(The size of the template can be changed to make larger or smaller boxes.)

Directions for folding take out container.
1. Hole punch the star.
2. Fold along all four of the long lines.
3. Fold the four bisected triangles out. Your container should look like a four pointed star.
4. Fold the points over each other, one on each side. The holes should line up over each other.
5. Thread a pipe cleaner through one side of the box, then the other. Push the edges of the pipe 
cleaner flush against the sides.
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